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Abstract

In Lhis letter, we study the differential representations of quantum Lie superalgebras.
A concrete example of W,gf(l|l) is given.
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The notion of quantum groups and quantum universal enveloping algebras origi-
nates in the study of quantum inverse scattering methods[1,2]. Now there have been
many extensive studies on the representation theory [3J. In this letter, we discuss
the differential representations of quantum Lie superalgebras. New feature arises
from the gradation of the algebras. It seems that the differential representations are
not irreducible anymore.

Discussion of the differential representations in the non-super a se can be found
in Ref [4]. In the super case, we just have to pay special attention to gradation when
considering the tensor product. The duality between the quantum group (QG) and
quantum universal enveloping algebra (QUEA) is just the same in the super case
[6], which indicates that one can endow a structure of Hopf algebra to the QG
A = Hom(U, C), which is the full dual space of QUEA U:

1) Multiplication mA : A ® A -4- A

mA($)(a) = *(A(a)), for * 6 A ® A, a£U.

2) Coproduct A^ : A -y A ® A

AA(4>)(a ® 6) = 4>(ab), f o r 4> € A , a n d a , b £ U

3 ) Counit tA: A~tC

iA{(j,) = 4,(1), 4> g A, 1 is the unit of U

4) Antipode SA : A -» A [A

SA(4>) =

fl)

(2)

(3)

The differential representation of U on A is denned by the following linear mappings
irj and nr

= 4><ba), for A. (5)

It is easy to verify that the above linear mappings satisfj the following properties:
1) •

TT,(ab) = i r , ( o ) f f , ( t ) , ! r r ( a t ) = 7 r r ( a ) i r r ( 6 ) f o r a , b e U ( 6 )

2) Let AA(4>) = T,^<t>^®<^(4>^ A). Then

(7)

T"



3) Lpt A(a) = £ , i . ® a': (a e W). Then

Proof:

(8)

where use has been made of the "grade conservation" property of the R matrix
which ensures that

deg(V) = deg{xl>v), far ^ ( 0 ) + 0 (9)

Q.E.D.

The same things hold for jrr(a).

It is in order of showing that the spate spanned by the polynomials of tf> £ -4
carries a representation of U. The key for this is to check that property 3) in Eq(8)
is an algebraic homomorphism, i.e.

Proof: According to Eq(8),

whero wo have used the homomorphism of the coproduct

> = A(a)A(6)

and the "grade conservation" in the super case. It should be kept in mind that
the compact form of indices is adopted in the proof, i.e., ji etc. is just EL shorthand
notation of one pair indices of 4> etc., because </>, ij> and a, b are indeed elements of
matrix (refer to Eq(I5, 19) in the following example). .

Q.E.D.

A concrete example of using the above procedure 'i given in the case ofU^(gl(l\\)).
QUEA Ui,{gl(l\l)) has two boson generators fc,( and two fermion generators x,y,
which satisfy the following relations [6]

kxk-1 = qx, Ixl'1 = q~lx,

kyk~l= q-ly, lyl'1 = q y,

{ ^ y } =

The coproduct is defined as

t -

A(x) = x ® k + r 1 ® x, A(y) = y ® I + k'1 ®y.

And the counit t and antipode S are defined as

(l ie)

( l id)

( l ie)

(12a)

(126)

it"1, 5(() = r 1 , 5 ( i ) = -lx Jt"1,

The quantum group G i , ( l |1) is composed of bosonic elements u, v and fermionic
eiements 4>i $>, satisfying the relations[6]

where

(14)

(15)



= diag(l, 1,1, -1) and

n = (16)

The ciproduct A' is denned as

And the counit t! and antipode S' are denned as

—vtpxi v

in the matrix formWriting the generators

(17)

k'1 (9-T1

o i ' ) • " ' - \ ( q - i - l ) y i-lJ'

the duality between L and T is just the same as in the non-super case:

where ^ \2 ^

or explicitly

-> (q-q-l)x\ (u
0

q~l)x\ (u <j>\ 1 q-q-

! j ' U W 1

(19)

(20)

(21)

(22«)

W (226)

From Lhe dua ity, it is easy to read out explicitly the realization of the linear mapping
given in Eq(5) as

v ) - \ o i j ' ' W v j - y o q - 1 ) '

J » U ) 0 j '

and check the properties in Eqs(6-8). T is thus a natural representation of U,
and with the "twisted Leibniz" rule, infinite representation from the polynomials of
elements in GL,(l|l) follows.

In the above, we present a differential representation for the quantum Lie su-
peralgebras, with a concrete example in the case of I4^gl{\\\). The discussion is
general, so it is straightforward to use it to other algebras, even to the multiparam-
eter quantum Lie superalgebras, The third property, called "twisted Leibniz rule"
in the Ref [4], is different from, that one in [5], where graded duality was adopted.
It seems that there exist some freedom in defining the "twisted Leibniz rule". It is
an open question for classifying the category. In addition, it is interesting to see the
role played by the differential operators in the quantum super plane in realizing the
representation, we will discuss it in a forthcoming paper.
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